Reading - Purple answers
Your answers may vary slightly – use your synonyms knowledge to tick
similar vocabulary that you may have chosen instead (e.g. excited vs
thrilled). The answers given are just examples, so please do not mark it
word for word.

Monday
Task 1
The girl has fallen off her scooter. She feels upset because she has
hurt her knee, which has a cut on it, whilst falling off.

Task 2
The girl is pleased with her new Christmas present. I know this because
she is playing with it, smiling, and not looking to open any other presents.

Task 3
The girl is delighted that she has just won a running race. I know this
because the track marks on the grass, finishing tape and her clothing
suggest it was a running race. I think she won because she is running
through the tape before anyone else, the first-place badge in the photo
and her smile shows she’s thrilled.

Task 4
The girl is crying because her toy doll has broken, which is making her
feel devasted. I know she is extremely upset because of how red her
cheeks are and how the large amount of tears streaming down her face.

Tuesday
Task 1
The person is falling over on the slippery ice, which is making them feel
afraid and has started to scream. I know this because their mouth is wide
open whilst the rest of their body looks like it’s falling out of control.
Task 2
I think the boy is Easter egg hunting in the garden because I can see an
Easter egg being hidden behind the grass. This, along with using a basket
to collect the Easter eggs, shows it is an Easter egg hunt.

Task 3
I think it is Autumn because leaves usually turn brown and fall off the
tress during this time. I think the boy is feeling relaxed and joyful whilst
kicking the leaves, which could be at the park where there it is likely to
have many trees.

Task 4
Yes I think he has because he is wearing appropriate gear, such as wellies
and long clothing to keep himself warm and protected from the water and
the weather. He also looks in control because he is holding the lead firmly.
The boy also looks calm which suggests he is comfortable with what he’s
doing, making it likely that he has done it before.

Task 5
I think the dog was caught playing with the toilet roll, which created a
mess and made the owner cross because they would have to clean it up.
The dog is now being told off by the cross owner, so the dog may feel
ashamed for upsetting their owner.

Wednesday

These tasks are even more open to interpretation. Answers given are just
examples. Check with an adult to see if your answer is coherent and gives
reasonable examples.
Task 1
The helicopter may have been called in by people on the boat to help save
them from the stormy winds and aggressive waves. The people on the
boat might be feeling terrified of sinking, which is why they called the
sea rescue helicopter who could help save them.

Task 2
The old, used bench looks like it is in a park because of the grass around
it, although the bench and grass around it look worn down and used.
The bench may have been used by the same person, or two people for
a long time because it has sagged in the middle where they may have sat
regularly. Although the wooden seat is sagging, the bench doesn’t look
dangerous or uncomfortable, as all of the wood is still in place.

Task 3
I think there is a tug of war competition taking place, where the men are
heaving the rope as hard as the can to win for their club. I think this
because the men are leaning back, pulling the rope and tensing their faces,
wanting to win for their club which shown by their matching uniforms. It
is a sunny day, shown by the men wearing sunglasses, t-shirts and
shorts.

Thursday
Task 1
I think the two people feel different; the man seems more relaxed because
he is leaning back, with a leg up to suggest he is calm and comfortable.
Whereas the woman seems more energetic by leaning forward, moving her
hands and opening her mouth to say something.

Pupil can decide on woman’s feelings – cross, excited, shocked, jiggly –
but must provide reason why they think this.

Task 2
1. I think Pip feels hopeful and determined to do well because, even
though there were tall buildings, dogs bumping into him and a stern
trainer to meet him, he was still smiling and hopeful of succeeding.
He showed his hopefulness when raising his ear to pass the test.

2. I think Pip is feeling overwhelmed and disappointed because he is
finding the new skills difficult, shown when he overfilled his bowl
and made his trainer fall over, who glared at him.
3. I think the trainer now feels proud of Pip because of how much he
has improved through spending time together and becoming more
friendly with each other. This differs from the first image we see
of the trainer who had her hands on her waist and then pointed,
to want to appear dominant.
4. I do not think he graduated because he tripped over his trainer and
crashed into the judge, which may not have impressed him. We then
saw Pip trudging out of the door alone, with the door slammed shut
behind him, whilst he drooped his head down low, looked down
and made an upset sound to show he was feeling distraught.

